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Landers: The Geopolitics of Seventeenth-Century Florida

The Geopolitics of Seventeenth-Century
Florida
by Jane Landers
cholars have dubbed the seventeenth century Spain's
"Century of Depression." 1 European wars and a cycle of.
disastrous droughts and epidemics (1597-1602, 1640s and
1680s) followed by famines severely strained Spain's financial and
administrative resources. The general crisis was exacerbated by
declines in American silver revenues caused by the demographic
collapse of the native labor pools in New Spain and Peru. These
multiple disasters combined to bring low the once glorious Spanish
empire. After a series of bankruptcies Spain resorted to devaluing its
currency. To prop up the enfeebled state, it impounded private silver,
refused to pay debts, and finally was forced to pay usurious interest
on foreign loans. In desperation the Crown also increased taxation
on the already miserable peasants, triggering a mass migration
from the countryside to ever-more crowded Spanish cities. Sensing
their moment, peripheral regions such as Catalonia, the Basque
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1
Fernand Braudel describes the calamities Spain experienced as part of a
general Mediterranean cycle in The M editerranean and the M editerranean World
in the Age of Philip II (New York: Harper and Row, 1976) .
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Provinces, Portugal, Sicily and Naples made a bid for autonomy. 2
When the last Spanish Hapsburg king, Charles II (nicknamed the
Bewitched for his mental and physical deficiencies), died without
an heir in 1700, Spain's Minister of the Indies,Jose de Galvez, noted
"Spain was hardly less defunct than its dead master." 3 Galvez was
not alone in his assessment. Domestic critics, or arbitristas, decried
Spain's endless and embarrassing problems and their writings
added to a sense of general disillusionment. Cervantes wrote Don
Quixote in this spirit. 4 Many of the desperate Spanish poor sailed for
the Americas, imagining that they would improve their fortunes in
the New World, but sadly, as the essays in this volume demonstrate,
Spain's problems were mirrored in its colonies, including Spanish
Florida.
As the various essays in this Special Issue illustrate, Spanish
Florida was a colony besieged-not only by inadequate metropolitan
support, but by indigenous revolts, French, English and Dutch
piracy and, finally, by English military aggression and territorial
encroachment. Add to that list plagues, fires, and hurricanes and it
is a wonder the colony survived at all.
During the seventeenth-century, Franciscan friars established
a chain of missions stretching along La Florida's Atlantic coast
and westward across the panhandle where they congregated their
charges into mission villages for religious instruction and more
efficient collection of tribute and labor. Amy Bushnell's essay in this
Special Issue describes the labor draft, or repartimiento, that rotated
hundreds of "Christianized" Guales, Timucuans and Apalachees
into St. Augustine to work. The result was catastrophic. Between
1613 and 1617 a series of "pests and contagions" devastated the

2

3

4

For a general overview of the seventeenth-century crises in Spain, see J. H.
Elliott, Imperial Spain, 1469-1716 (London: Penguin Books, 2002), ch. 8-1 O; and
John Lynch, Spain under the Hapsburgs, 2nd Ed. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1981).
A. Goodwin, ed., The New Cambridge Modern History: The American and French
Revolutions, 1763-93, vol. 8 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965),
397.
J. H. Elliott, "Self-Perception and Decline in Early Seventeenth-Century
Spain," Past and Present 74 ( 1977) :41-61; and Elliott, Imperial Spain, 299.
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native peoples of Florida and survivors were subjected to ever
increasing work demands. 5
The "pests and contagions" of those years also affected St.
Augustine's black population. Treasury official Miguel Ybarra
reported in 1603 that only thirty-two royal slaves lived in St.
Augustine, five of whom were women, and seven of whom were
described as advanced in years. Ybarra wrote that it was in the
community's interest to preserve these valuable workers and, "I see
to it that they are well treated in the matter of food and clothing and
when they fall sick they are taken to the hospital and cared for as
the most valuable soldier." Ybarra promised to maintain this level of
care and must have done so for by 1606 there were 100 black slaves
in Florida, including forty belonging to the Crown. 6 But the "pests
and contagions" in the next decade took their toll and by 1618
there were only eleven aged and infirm slaves left in St. Augustine.
Florida's officials petitioned for replacements from Havana and
the Crown responded "considering the need existing in Florida for
such negroes and the necessity of preserving (sovereignty in) that
land," Havana should send as many slaves as it could, "so that for
lack of them, royal service does not cease." The Crown suggested

5

6

Spanish missionaries also made culturally inappropriate demands such as forcing
caciques to bear burdens or noble women to provide domestic service in Spanish
homes. Priests further angered the Florida natives by trying to curtail polygamy,
drinking festivals, rough ball games, or other ceremonial traditions. Spanish
attempts to alter political succession and inheritance also led to conflict. See John
H. Hann, Apalachee: The Land between the Rivers (Gainesville: University Press
of Florida, 1988); Bonnie G. McEwan, ed., The Spanish Missions of La Florida
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1993) , ch. l; Bonnie G. McEwan, ed.,
Indians of the Greater Southeast: Historical Archaeology andEthnohistory (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2000), ch. 1-3; Amy Turner Bushnell, Situado and
Sabana: Spain s Support System for the Presidio and Mission Provinces ofFlorida (New
York: American Museum of Natural History, 1994).
Spain's southwestern frontiers were in turmoil for many of the same reasons:
interventions in the religious and political lives of villagers, work demands,
and abuse and insults of native leaders. The Pueblos, for example, revolted
repeatedly-in 1632, 1639-40, 1644, 1647, 1650 and 1680. See David]. Weber,
ed., What Caused the Pueblo Revolt of 1680? (Boston: Bedford/ St. Martin's Press,
1999); Susan M. Deeds, "First-Generation Rebellions in Seventeenth-Century
Nueva Vizcaya," in Native Resistance and the Pax Colonial in New Spain, ed. Susan
Schroeder (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998); and David]. Weber,
The Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992),
122, 133-135.
Miguel de Ybarra to the Crown, 1603, 54-5-9/ 47, Stetson Collection (hereafter
cited as SC), P. K Yonge Library of Florida History, Gainesville, FL, Archivo
General de Indias, Seville, Spain (hereafter cited as AGI).
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Havana provide thirty men of working age to cut and saw timber
for fort and ship repairs, and six women to cook and care for the
men in illness. It also noted that Florida's entire situado would
not suffice if wages had to be paid for their tasks. 7 Then, in midcen tury, more epidemics struck Florida-typhus or yellow fever in
1649, smallpox in 1654, and measles in 1659-taking a harsh toll on
St. Augustine's population, killing many government officials and
all the royal slaves.
The combined effect of these plague years was a dramatic
decline in the native population in Florida, similar to that
experienced in contemporary New Spain and Peru. The interior of
the Florida peninsula was left almost vacant and records describe
this as "the starving time." 8 The colony's distress finally led the
Crown to accede to major land grants and to the introduction of
cattle. In 1645 Florida's governor established a wheat ranch near
present-day Tallahassee where, as Bonnie McEwan's essays describe,
Apalachee Indians had been re-settled into the mission village of
San Luis de Talimali. 9 Such operations made the colony somewhat
more self-sufficient, but locating ranches and farms in the midst of
Indian lands only increased native complaints against the Spaniards:
the Guale nation rebelled in 1645, the Apalachees in 1647, the
Timucuans in 1656 and the Apalachicolas in 1675 and 1681. 10

7

8

9

10

King to Sancho de Alqufa, Captain General of Cuba, April 9, 1618, Santo Domingo
(hereafter cited as SD) 225, AGI. Florida's governor complained in 1624 that this
order had still not been canied out and he repeated the request. The Council
of the Indies reprimanded Cuba's Captain General and again ordered him to
comply. See Don Luis de Rojas y Borja to the King, May 7, 1624 and Order of the
Council of the Indies, May9, 1624, SD 225,AGI. In the first half of the seventeenth
century blacks made up 45% of the population of Cuba, so scarcity was not the
problem. See Isabelo Macfas Dominguez, Cuba en la primera mitad del sigln XVII
(Sevilla: Escuela de Estudios Hispano-Americanos, 1978), 34.
Amy Bushnell, "The Menendez Marquez Cattle Barony at La Chua and the
Determinants of Economic Expansion in Seventeenth-Century Florida,"
Florida Historical Quarterly 56, no. 4 (April 1978) , 419.
Lynch argued that Spain's recession stimulated local industry and innercolonial trade in some areas of the Americas. See John Lynch, The Hispanic
World in Crisis and Change, 1598-1700 (revised edition of Spain under the
Hapsburgs) (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1992) . Murdo MacLeod also describes
pockets of economic growth in the seventeenth-century colonies such as
textiles in Puebla and Quito, cacao in Venezuela, shipbuilding in Veracruz,
and sugar in Mexico. See Murdo]. Macleod, "Spain and America: The Atlantic
Trade, 1492-1720," in Cambridge History of Latin America, ed. Leslie Bethell
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984) , 341-388.
John H. Hann, Apalachee.
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La Florida's officials struggled to control the serial native
rebellions with little metropolitan assistance while beleaguered
_Spain battled French, Dutch, and English challengers in "the
Spanish Lake." As noted, the drain of European wars, metropolitan
bankruptcies, depopulation in both the metropolis and the
colonies, and declining mineral revenues had left Spain unable to
adequately provision or defend its American colonies or silver fleets
from foreign encroachment. In 1628, Dutch corsair Piet Heyn
captured the New Spain treasure fleet (which included the Florida
and Havana situados). With the proceeds from this haul, the Dutch
West India Company financed the conquest of Curac;ao in 1634. n By
mid-century, French smugglers and buccaneers had also converted
the western portion of Hispaniola into a French colony. The French
also occupied Tortuga, which became a buccaneers' stronghold. 12
And in 1655 the English took Jamaica as part of Oliver Cromwell's
great Western Design. 13 Spain's enemies now held economic and
military bases from which to attack Spanish fleets and settlements.
Soon Port Royal became a flourishing hub of contraband Spanish
trade in slaves and manufactured goods, for which the Spaniards
paid in bullion. Pirates and privateers found opportunity in this
circum-Caribbean chaos and the dramatic attack on St. Augustine
by Robert Searles in 1668 is described by Diana Reigelsperger in
this volume. The Treaty of Madrid signed by Spain and England
in 1670 was supposed to end piracy and privateering, butJamaica's
governors were themselves complicit in the ongoing business. 14
The violence originating in Caribbean contests was only
exacerbated in 1669 when Barbadian planters, already hostile to

11

12
13

14

The Dutch had already occupied St. Eustatius in 1630. See Cornelius C.
Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean an d on the Coast, 1580-1689 (Gainesville:
University of Florida Press, 1971).
Kris. E. Lane, Pillaging the Empire: Piracy in the Americas, 1500-1750 (Armonk,
NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1998), 96-129.
The English h ad already seized St. Kitts and Nevis in 1624, Barbados in 1627,
and Antigua and Montserrat in 1632. See Lane, 67, 96; Francisco Morales
Padron, Spanish Jamaica (Kingston, Jamaica: Ian Randall Publishers, 2003);
Irene Aloha Wright, trans., Julian de Castilla, The English conquest ofJamaica;
an account of what happened in the island ofJamaica, from May 20 of the year 1655,
when the English laid siege to it, up to July 3 of the year 1656 (London: Offices of the
Royal Historical Society, 1923).
Nuala Zahedieh, "The Merchants of Port Royal, Jamaica and the Spanish
Contraband Trade, 1655-1692," The William and M ary Quarterly, 3rd Ser. 43, no.4
(October 1986): 570-593; Lane.
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Spain, established a new colony at Charles Town, "but ten days
journey" from St. Augustine. The new English (and later Scottish)
colonizers staked their claim in land Spain also claimed, further
destabilizing the geopolitics of the Southeast; the region's diverse
Indian nations were now caught up in a terrible contest that would
ruin most of them. 15 St. Augustine's royal treasurer, don Juan
Menendez Marquez commanded a small flotilla of three ships and
fourteen piraguas that attempted to eject the "usurpers" but was
undone by a storm. 16 The 1670 Treaty of Madrid finally recognized
England's existing settlements and promised peace thereafter, but
another century of conflict ensued over the so-called "debatable
lands." 17
In response to ongoing piracy and foreign territorial
encroachment, the Spanish Crown belatedly embarked on a
major effort to fortify its Caribbean ports. African masonry and
metalworking skills eventually helped erect great stone forts at
Havana, Santo Domingo, San Juan, Cartagena, Portobelo, and
Acapulco, as well as many minor constructions in lesser ports
along the threatened coasts. St. Augustine's massive stone fort, the
Castillo de San Marcos, was begun in 1672 and Susan Parker's essay
illustrates its economic benefits for the struggling community. 18
As construction on the Castillo dragged on, the ensuing
Anglo/ Spanish hostilities triggered waves of migration, raids, and
counter-raids all along the Atlantic coast, engulfing indigenous
groups and African slaves in imperial contests for control of the

15

16

17

18

See Steven C. Hahn, "The Mother of Necessity: Carolina, the Creeks, and the
Making of a New Order in the Southeast, 1670-1763," in The Transformation of
the Southeastern Indians, 1540-J7(1J, ed. Robbie Ethridge and Charles Hudson
Uackson: University P_ress of Mississippi, 2002); Steven. J Oatis, A Colonial
Complex, South Carolina '.5 Frontiers in the Era of the Yamasee War, 1680-1730
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004); William L. Ramsey, The Yamasee
War: A Study of Culture, Economy, and Conflict in the Colonial South (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 2008).
John E. Worth, The Struggle for the Georgia Coast: An Eighteenth-Century Spanish
Retrospective on Guale and Mocama (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press,
1995), 181.
Herbert E. Bolton and Mary Ross, The Debatable Land: A Sketch of the AngloSpanish Contest for the Georgia Country. Reprint. (New York: Russell and Russell,
1968). See also Verner W. Crane, The Southern Frontier, 1670-1732 (New York,
Norton, 1981), 6-10.
The same year another epidemic decimated the Indian laborers. See Bushnell,
Situado and Sabana, 136-142; Luis Rafael Arana and Albert Manucy, The Building
of Castillo de San Marcos (St. Augustine: Eastern National, 1977).
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Southeast. 19 The Carolinians embarked upon a campaign to win
over any indigenous groups living near them, and to enslave any
_living beyond their immediate trading zone. 20 They incited and
armed the Yamasee Indians to attack the chain of Spanish missions
of Guale, along the Georgia coast, beginning with its administrative
headquarters at St. Catherine's Island. 21 In the early months of
1685, several thousand Yamasee accompanied by "3 nations of the
Spanish Indians that are Christians, Sapella, Soho, and Sapicbay"
relocated from St. Augustine to lands they formerly held along the
coast, such as the Pocotaligo, on St. Helena. 22 Unable to defend
their Christian charges, the Spaniards tried to relocate them
southward to San ta Maria on Amelia Island, but some revolted and
fled instead to the interior and an English alliance. 23
Defense proved a chronic problem in the struggling community
of St. Augustine and the garrison was chronically undermanned.
By 1681, and despite his documented distrust of people of color,
Governor Juan Marquez Cabrera followed the lead of other circumCaribbean governors and formed an infantry unit of free pardo

19

20

21
22

23

Bolton and Ross, 28-44;]. Leitch Wright, Jr., The Only Land They Knew: American
Indians in the Old South (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981), chaps. 5
and 6.
Alan Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise of the English Empire in the American
South, 1670-1717 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002); Christina Snyder,
Slavery in Indian Country: The Changing Face of Captivity in Early America
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2010).
David Hurst Thomas, "The Archaeology of Mission Santa Catalina de Guale:
Our First 15 Years," in Spanish Missions of Florida, ed. Bonnie G McEwan, 1-34.
On January 10, 1685 Lord Cardross (Henry Erskine) wrote the Lords
Proprietors, "Wee thought fitt to acquaint you that yesterday some more of the
nation of the Yamasees arrived at St. Helena to settle with those of their nation
formerly settled there having come from about St. Augustine." See Sainsbury
Transcripts, 1928-1947, vol. 2:1, cited in William Green, Chester De Pratter
and Bobby Southerlin, "The Yamasee in South Carolina: Native American
Adaptation and Interaction along the Carolina Frontier," in Another's Country:
Archaeowgical and Historical Perspectives on Cultural Interactions in the Southern
Colonies, ed. ]. W. Joseph and Martha Zierden (Tuscaloosa: University of
Alabama Press, 2002), 13-29. In February of 1685 the Indian trader Caleb
Westbrooke reported that over 1000 Yamasees, accompanied by unnumbered
"Christian" Indians, had arrived from the Lower Creek region. See Sainsbury
Transcripts, 1928-1947, vol. 2:8-9, cited in Ibid.
Rebecca Saunders, "Architecture of the Missions of Santa Marfa and Santa
Catalina de Amelia," in Bonnie G. McEwan, ed., Spanish Missions of Florida, 3561.
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(mulatto) and moreno (black) militia to augment the Spanish unit. 24
A 1683 roster of the forty-two men and six officers who composed
this unit offers little more than names although Corporal Crispin
DeTapia is known from other sources to have been a free mulatto
who managed a store in St. Augustine and eventually held the rank
of Captain in his unit. The black militia members swore before
God and the Cross their willingness to serve the King. While their
pledge may have been formulaic, it was also an effort to define
their status as members of the religious and civil community, and
as vassals of a King from whom they might expect protection or
patronage in exchange for armed service. 25
St. Augustine's black militiamen proved themselves over
the next decade as Indian raids and pirate activity continued
unabated. 26 In May 1686 they helped defend St. Augustine against
the attack of the French pirate Nicholas, Sieur de Grammont
(Agram6n in Spanish documents). Grammont was on his way back

24

25

26

Luis Arana, "Military Organization in Florida, 1671-1702," in The Military and
Militia in Cownial Spanish America, (St. Augustine, FL: Department of Military
Affairs, Florida National Guard, n.d.):11-22. On the history of black military
service in the Spanish circum-Caribbean see Jane Landers, "Transforming
Bondsmen into Vassals: Arming the Slaves in Colonial Spanish America,"
in Arming Slaves in World History, ed. Philip Morgan and Christopher Brown
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), 120-145; and Paul Lokken, "Useful
Enemies: Seventeenth-Century Piracy and the Rise of Pardo Militias in Spanish
Central America," journal of Co/,onialism and CownialHistory 5, no. 2 (2004): 1-18.
Roster of Black and Mulatto Militia for St. Augustine, Sept. 20, 1683, SD 266,
legajo 157A, AGL Both Marquez Cabrera and his predecessor complained
frequently that the troops provided from New Spain in the 1670s were "sons of
blacks, chinos (persons of mixed race) , and mulattoes," "only good for work as
cobblers, tailors, carpenters, blacksmiths, and cattle hands." See Luis Arana,
"Military Manpower in Florida, 1670-1703," El Escribano 8, no. 2 (1971): 40-63.
In March 1683 French privateer Abraham Briac led a force of 300 French
and English privateers collected at New Providence Island in the Bahamas in
a failed attack on St. Augustine. The Spanish in Havana retaliated with an
attack on New Providence. The following year, Captain Thomas Jingle led a
force of eleven vessels from New Providence to Apalachee Bay, from whence
they headed to St. Augustine. Black cowboys alerted Spanish officials when
some of the English pirates made landfall to look for food. The rope with
which one of the captured pirates was being garroted snapped and Franciscan
priests sheltered him as proof of God's miracle. Ironically, Andrew Ranson,
who despite being a pirate also had carpentry and engineering skills, was
later assigned to labor on the ongoing construction of the Castillo. See Luis
Arana, "Pirates March on St. Augustine, 1683," Defenses and Defenders at St.
Augustine, El Escribano 36 (1999): 64-72; and J. Leitch Wright, Jr., "Andrew
Ranson: Seventeenth Century Pirate?" Florida Historical Quarterly 39, no. 2
(October 1960): 135-144.
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to the Caribbean after selling slaves captured in Campeche to
the ever-desirous planters of San Jorge (present-day Charleston) .
"After several days of pitched battles, only two of his crew survived
Grammont's second raid on St. Augustine, and both were men of
color. Diego and a mulatto translator named Thomas were finally
captured after "heathen" natives killed the rest. 27
The London proprietors held the Carolinians themselves
responsible for the hostilities saying ". . . it is because those of
Carolina notwithstanding the Kings comands (sic) and our own
repeated orders to the contrary have reced (sic) the pyrates (sic)
and privateers that have unjustly burnt and robbed the houses of
the Spainyards (sic)." They refused to sanction any designs the
Carolinians had on St. Augustine, allowing only that, if invaded,
the Carolinians could defend themselves. 28 This did not deter
the Carolinians, who began to mount an invasion against St.
Augustine only to be stopped at the last moment by the arrival in
Charles Town of the new governor, James Colleton, who was more
interested in trade with the Spaniards than in retaliation. A followup letter from the proprietors reminded that the Spaniards had
acted "... in Revenge of those Indians (Yamasee) falling upon, and
plundering some Spanish settlements ... " and warned" ... it is not
to be expected that the Spanyards should ever let you live peaceably
by them if they are soe provoked." 29 Later that year, some fifty
Yamasees from St. Helena raided the Christian Timucuan village of
Santa Catalina de Afuica, on St. Catherine's Island, killing eighteen
27

28

29

Diego testified that he was born in Tortuga and as a young man grew tobacco,
which he traded to the buccaneers frequenting the island north of the
Hispaniola coast. Perhaps inspired by his customers, Diego also took up a
career in piracy, joining the French corsair named "Sanbo" who sailed for the
Mosquito Coast. Diego caught turtles for the crew and participated in the
capture of two Spanish prizes from Cartagena, thereby earning a share of the
take. Later he joined a Captain Cahrebon on a second corsairing expedition
to Cartagena, where he cut wood for some time before canoeing back to the
Mosquito Coast. See Interrogation of the black corsair, Diego, by Governor
Donjuan Marques de Cabrera, St. Augustine, Florida, 1686, in the John Tate
Lanning papers, 13-18. The mulatto translator, Thomas, had also participated
in the 1683 attack on St. Augustine. I am indebted to John H. Hann for this
reference and his generosity over the years. For more on the 1686 raid see Luis
Arana, "Grammont's Landing at Little Matanzas Inlet, 1686," El Escribano Uuly
1972) , 107-113.
Earl of Craven et. al. to James Colleton, March 3, 1686, Records of the British
Public Record Office Relating to South Carolina, 1663-1782, ed. A.S. Salley (Atlanta
and Columbia: Historical Commission of South Carolina, 1928-1947) , 184-188.
Craven et. al to the Grand Council, Oct. 10, 1687, Ibid., 221-228.
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people and taking twenty-five others as slaves back to Carolina. As
an added insult, the former Christian converts also brought back
church ornaments from the ruined Spanish missions. 30
In response, a Spanish raiding party consisting of fifty-three
unnamed Indians and blacks attacked the English settlements. On
this occasion, as on others, the black militiamen were significant
for their linguistic and cultural abilities, their knowledge of the
frontier, and their military skills. 31 They hit Governor Joseph
Morton's plantation on Edisto Island, carrying away "money and
plate and thirteen slaves to the value of [£] 1500" before turning
southward to burn down the Scottish settlement at Port Royal on
their way home to St. Augustine. The party also returned with the
mission ornaments stolen by the Yamasees the previous year. 32
The repeated cross-currents of raids and migrations across
the Southeast acquainted many blacks and Indians with the routes
to St. Augustine, as well as with the enmity existing between the
English and Spanish colonies. In 1687 eight black men, two
women, and a nursing child arrived at St. Augustine in a stolen
canoe and requested baptism into the "True Faith." 33 They may
have known of the protections and opportunities the Catholic
Church offered, possibly even manipulating confessional politics
to their own advantage in making a shared request for religious
sanctuary. 34 As required of a good Christian ruler, the Spanish

30
31
32

33

34

Worth, Strugg/,e for the Georgia Coast, 146-171.
Peter H. Wood, Black Majority: Negroes in Colonial South Carolina from 1670
through the Stano Rebellion (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1974) , 95-130.
Morton's stolen slaves included Peter, Scipio, Doctor, Cushi, Arro, Emo,
Caesar, and Sambo. The women were Frank, Bess, and Mammy. See]. G.
Dunlap, "William Dunlop's Mission to St, Augustine in 1688," South Carolina
Historical and GenealogicalMagazine34 Qanuary 1933): 1-30. Two of the thirteen
captured slaves escaped the Spaniards and returned to their English masters.
See Crane, 31-33; Wood, 50; Worth, Strugg/,e for the Georgia Coast, 146-171;
Edward Randolph to the Board of Trade, March 16, 1699, Records of the British
Public Record Office, 88-95.
Dunlap, 1-30. Given the multi-cultural nature of the Gambia region, and early
missionary reports of Portuguese-speaking slaves in Carolina, it is quite possible
that some of the runaways reaching Florida had already been exposed to Roman
Catholicism. On Catholicism in Kongo see Linda M. Heywood and John K.
Thornton, Central Africans, Atlantic Creoles, and the Making of the Foundations of the
Americas, 1585-1660 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
Among the acts of charity that a good Catholic was urged to perform was to
offer protection to the miserable and to shelter fugitives. See Maureen Flynn,
"Charitable Ritual in Late Medieval and Early Modern Spain," Sixteenth-Century
Joumall6 (Fall 1995) : 1-30.
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governor, Diego de Quiroga, saw to the African runaways' Catholic
instruction, baptism, and marriage, and refused to return them to
·Captain William Dunlop, the Carolina Indian trader who arrived
from Carolina to recover them the following year. 35
Spanish officials recorded new groups of runaways being
receivedinSt.Augustinein 1688, 1689,and 1690. Unsure about how
to handle the refugees, St. Augustine's officials repeatedly solicited
Spain for guidance and finally, on November 7, 1693, Charles II
issued a royal proclamation "giving liberty to all ... the men as well as
the women ... so that by their example and by my liberality others will do
the same." 36 The enslaved men and women who risked their lives
to become free thus triggered a major policy revision at the Spanish
court that would shape the geopolitics of the Southeast and the
Caribbean for the next century. 37 In subsequent negotiations, the
newly arrived governor of Carolina, James Colleton, demanded the
return of the stolen slaves as well as "those who run dayly into your
towns." 38 This was, no doubt, an exaggeration, however the slave
flights from Carolina (and later, Georgia) continued through the
rest of the first Spanish period in Florida (1565-1763) and as Indian
rebellion and piracy both waned, became the primary source of
conflict between the Spanish and English in the Southeast. 39

35

36
37
38
39

The Spanish governor also took advantage of their artisanal skills, assigning
the men to work as ironsmiths and laborers on the Castillo de San Marcos. The
women became domestics in the governor's own household a nd he claimed
to have paid all of them wages; the men earning a peso a day, the wage paid
to male Indian laborers, and the women earning half as much. Royal officials
to Charles II, March 3, 1699, cited in Irene Wright, "Dispatches of Spanish
Officials Bearing on the Free Negro Settlement of Gracia Real de Santa Teresa
de Mose," Journal of Negro History 9 (1924): 151-152.
Royal decree, Nov. 7, 1693, SD 58-1-26, SC, PKY.
Jane Landers, Black Society in Spanish Florida (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1999), ch.2.
Letter from Mr. Randolph to the Board, June 28, 1699 in Records of the British
Public Records Office, 4:89.
Landers, Black Society, ch. 3.
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